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“In a report released in April, the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
found that keeping global warming below 1.5 
degree Celsius of pre-industrial levels would 

require global emissions to peak before 2025. By 
2030 they would need to drop by 43% from their 

levels in 2019 for 1.5 degree C. That would 
require an extraordinary mobilization.”



Ask
“Show how you would develop a 
comms effort that positions NS as
a sustainability leader who can 
reduce customers’ carbon emissions 
and help them achieve their 
reduction targets.”

Business Objective
“Gain a greater share of customers’ 
freight (from trucking).”

Ask: capitalize on a big growth opportunity via emissions



“Sustainability has become a mandatory 
messaging platform across all companies, 

but at NS sustainability is different.”



“We are setting our sights higher than railroad.”



“We want our comms to look like a 
Fortune 50 brand.”



We’re in a golden window of opportunity

Why Now?
• Competitive advantage on emissions right now
• Investing in technology to create future sustainability 

advantages
• Prioritizing the customer experience
• Rail is experiencing a “Renaissance” right now



You asked us to: Think Big! 
• Seek emotion (go beyond rational)

• Explore the spirit and symbolism of rail

• Elevate the customer (customer as hero)



You asked us to: 
Strike a Balance
• Balance future and present business needs

• Keep the emissions advantage central

• Balance aspirations and pragmatism



Ask: capitalize on our leadership credentials to inspire 
new possibilities for emissions and sustainability overall

Ask
“Show how you would develop a 
comms effort that positions NS as
a sustainability leader who can 
reduce customers’ carbon emissions 
and help them achieve their 
reduction targets.”

“Sustainability has become a mandatory 
messaging platform across all companies, 
but at NS sustainability is different.”

• Company DNA 
• Technology Innovations
• Financial Investments
• Creative Initiatives
• Track Record of Progress



Dialing-up your leadership will spark the excitement and 
relevance needed to mobilize your audiences

• NS isn’t content with present-day advantages
• NS walks the sustainability walk
• NS is creating the future of rail

Some people predict the future; 
a leader creates it. 



Emissions | Sustainability | Rail

Lead the market and our customers to rethink



Challenge: sustainability is hard for customers to navigate

The decision-making 
dynamic is complex.
• Top-down influencers create and 

rally employees and investors 
around a vision

• ”Sticky Middle” decision-makers 
and operators must deliver 
business performance

• Bottom-up influencers such as 
employees and communities hold 
businesses accountable

Sustainability is not a core 
competency.
• Facing pressure to move 

from broad commitments to 
action plans (“Knowing vs 
doing gap”)

• Employees lack expertise 
and confidence to 
implement change

Increasingly complex 
sustainability footprint.
• Scope 3 emissions makes

the role of suppliers more 
important

• Suppliers are either a liability 
or advantage to sustainability 
goals



“Between the corporate leaders at the top
who may well support a sustainability 
transformation and the often young, 
progressive advocates for it at the bottom, 
there are frequently managers and 
employees who are vested in the status 
quo.”

This group has been called “the sticky middle.”

SOURCE: https://www.strategy-business.com/article/Positioning-your-chief-sustainability-officer-for-success

Top-Down Influencers

Deciders, Managers, Operators

Bottom-Up Influencers

Challenge: decision makers cannot compromise business 
performance



Challenge: top-down influencers are aiming higher

“There is no company whose business model won’t be profoundly affected by the transition to 
a net zero economy…companies not quickly preparing themselves will see their businesses 
and valuations suffer.”
Larry Fink, CEO of BlackRock

SOURCE: https://hbr.org/2021/12/sustainable-business-went-mainstream-in-2021/



Challenge: impatience with incremental improvement

People are demanding that individuals 
and organizations go further to address 
the most important issues of the times.
• Anti-racism
• DEI
• Climate Change



Insight: these forces are redefining sustainability leadership

From…. To….

Satisfy Surpass

Compliance Competitive Advantage

Expectations Met Expectations Exceeded



Leading reduction and beyond
Position Norfolk Southern as the go-to transport leader for companies serious about 
achieving their sustainability goals today and in the future; partner with them to 
accelerate the betterment of their business and the planet.

Norfolk Southern is leading reduction and beyond.
And helping customers realize the benefits along the way.

Campaign Strategy



NS Goes Further 
Beyond Emissions
• Results Across ESG
• Innovations, 

Investments, 
Initiatives

• Aiming Higher 
(example: Pursuit 
of Net Positive)

Lead on emissions and beyond

NS Goes Further to 
Reduce Emissions

• Meaningful Claims
• Meaningful Action

• Meaningful Results



• Respect key decision maker’s 
business performance priorities 

• Make the business case
• Educate and assist
• Be a partner and collaborator

Lead the “sticky middle” to our business relevance



Lead by deepening the personal connection to 
sustainability through emotion
Global impatience on the “Big Issues”

Research studies increasingly indicate 
that in order to motivate such engagement, 
people need to become personally involved 
with sustainability at a psychological 
and emotional level. (Barrett)

SOURCE: https://2030.builders/articles/barriers-to-implementing-sustainable-practices/



Reinforce modern rail’s 
ability to serve business 
needs

Thinking big, striking a balance

Create an emotive halo around 
the emissions story to make it 
more personally relevant to all 
audiences

Help future-proof our emissions 
advantage against eventual 
trucking innovation



Campaign 
Visualizer



THE IDEAS



One strategy. Two ideas.

Idea 01

Is leading customers away from 
trucks to rail, but also putting 
them on the path of progress.

Leading reduction and beyond

Idea 02

Helping customers understand 
the transformative benefits that 

lie beyond reduction.



Idea 01
Let’s plant the seed of doubt. For most businesses, their preferred means of transport is not the
right one. There’s better path when it comes to sustainable success.
Norfolk Southern. The real road forward.



https://vimeo.com/emasyracuse/review/731440004/2c0607dc6e












1: Open on shot of rapidly moving road 2: Transition to shot of rapidly moving tracks

3: Whip-pan to front view of train 4:  Camera moves to side view of engine







Invoice recap



Whistle Stop Tour
A series of events held in 15-20 key markets to amplify Norfolk Southern’s position as The 
Real Road Forward.

• Press event with members of the local Chamber, elected officials
• Customer/prospect reception
• Add-ons: Employee recognition; safety program for local schools.



Campaign Visualizer
• Coverage in Business and Trade 

Verticals
• Whistlestop Tour
• Trade Show Activations
• Speaking Engagement 

Opportunities
• Thought Leadership

• Earned Media Amplified on Social

• Links to Earned Media
• White Papers
• Case Studies

• Trade Show
• Strategically placed

OOH
• Trade Pub Media
• High Impact Display
• CTTT
• Paid Social
• Paid Search
• Promoted Thought

Leadership

• Content
Syndication/Lead Gen

PAID

EARNED

SHARED

OWNED



Idea 02
Let’s create a movement that brings to light the immediate and profound impact businesses can
realize when they are at the forefront of sustainability.
Norfolk Southern. Trainsforming Business.



https://vimeo.com/emasyracuse/review/731853239/084c76f2f3


“All transformations are linguistic.”
-Werner Erhard

“Transformation is about a shift 
in language and conversation.”

- Peter Block









Internal Activation





NorfolkSouthern Shipping by rail instead of 
by truck can reduce greenhouse gases by up 
to 90%. While the cost savings in fuel can 
increase your profitability. Learn how trains 
are transforming ecommerce and making 
business more sustainable at 
TrainsformingBusiness.com



Connected TV / Digital video
Open on two coworkers. Todd the Logistics Manager and Sarah the 
Supply Chain Supervisor. They are standing in their warehouse.

Todd: You know if we switched our heavier freight to rail, we 
could reduce our supply chain emissions by almost 70%.

Sarah: Sounds like a hassle.

Todd: Actually, Norfolk Southern has intermodal solutions 
that make it just as easy as trucks. And we’ll potentially save 
thousands of dollars in fuel cost. It could really trainsform
our business.

Sarah: Did you say trainsform?

Todd: What?

Sarah: It sounded like you said trainsform our business.

Todd: Really? I don’t hear it.

SUPER: See how trains can transform your business.
Norfolk Southern. TrainsformingBusiness.com



Station Domination: 
In tandem with a trade show in a major market, let’s 
“own” the interior of a train station’s main hall.
• Interactive kiosk, sustainability content, calculator
• Norfolk Southern hosted media event
• Local morning show broadcast from station



Thought Leadership

Do Now
Thought Leadership: “Retrain your thinking” paid and earned 
bylines, blogs, whitepapers, cover wraps with tips on advancing net 
positive

Media Relations: Angles that use NS’s sustainability commitment as a 
call toward net positive

High Impact Activations: Events and trade shows bring messaging to 
life

Consider
Becoming the first railway in the Net Positive Project

Plan
Expand Norfolk Southern’s sustainability commitment to net positive 
goals





White-labeled carbon report
Sustainable loyalty program.

Emissions audit



Campaign Visualizer
• Media Coverage
• Thought Leadership
• Speaking Engagements
• Case Studies
• High Impact Activations
• Trade Show Media Opps
• Co-Marketing Partnerships

• Earned Media Amplified on Social
• Case Study Shorts

• Norfolk Southern Website
• Norfolk Southern Social Channels
• White Papers
• Case Studies
• Sales Enablement

• OOH
• Trade Show 

Activation
• Trade 

Pubs/Sites
• CTV/OTT
• High Impact 

Digital
• Digital Display
• Digital Audio 

/Podcasts

• eNewsletters
• Paid Social
• Paid Search
• Content 

Syndication
• Retargeting

PAID

EARNED

SHARED

OWNED



Overview

Idea 1 Idea 2



Why Mower?

Energy & 
Sustainability

Transportation

57

Our Competitive Advantage: A Unique Mix of Vertical Market Expertise

B2B



Our B2B Best Friends



If you’re not making 
emotional connections

with your customers, you’re missing 
the most important part of the story.



of purchase 
decisions occur 
subconsciously.

We Buy on Emotion and Justify with Logic

Unconscious processes

Logic is the language of the 
conscious mind; emotion is the 

language of the unconscious mind.

500,000x
more information per second 
than the conscious mind.

95%





58% of customers are likely to 
recommend a brand or purchase 

a product/service repeatedly 
when they consider the 
brand a friend.



Brand as Friend®
Mower’s Brand as FriendTM method is built around the three qualities of friendship: Affection, Relevance 
and Trust. But this isn’t just some back-of-the-napkin idea. This approach is grounded in sound behavioral 
science, tested in the halls of academia and proven in the marketplace.













https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2livz9cBj34
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Awareness of Domtar

+650%



“Domtar is a sustainable 
paper company.”

75% agree

22% neutral

3% disagree



Intent to Purchase
Domtar Paper

2X



SUCCESS PLAN – 2022 GROWTH STRATEGYProgram Evaluation



Factors in our Success Plan Framework

Your Business 
Objectives1

KPI Target 
Values6

Marketing
Goals2 Strategies3 Tactics4 Key Performance 

Indicators (KPIs)5

Reporting 
Requirements7 Tagging

& Tracking
Requirements8 Creative 

& UX 
Requirements

9 Internal 
& External 
Constraints

10

+ target audiences
+ goal weights

(toplined) (toplined) + segmentations

+ reporting tool
+ reporting frequency

+ rationale
+ path to resolution



Program Evaluation

• Awareness
• Perception
• Sentiment
• Ad Recall
• Content 

Engagement
• Share of Voice
• Site Visits
• Coverage Quality 

& Impact

• Form Fills
• Click-to-Calls
• Onsite & Platform 

Conversions
• Content Engagement
• CTRs
• CPCs
• Downloads
• Sales

Awareness Lead Gen



Discovery
Identify your 

audience’s needs.

Strategy
Find your 

white space.

01. 02.
Expression

Shift your 
audience’s 

perceptions.

Plan
Determine 

the ways we’ll 
connect 

and influence.

03. 04.
Deploy Performance

Continuously 
optimize 

through data 
and analytics.

05. 06.

Persuade your 
audience and 
track results.

Affinity is our structured process to ensure that insights-driven strategy drives planning, creative and activations. There are six 
aspects of Affinity, each designed to organize information, help us see white space and identify a differentiating platform under which 
all activities will live.

Affinity™ Strategic Planning Framework



—

—
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Your Mower Team

KRISTIN 
GRAY
VP—
Director of 
Project 
Management

LISA
HUGGINS
SVP—
Managing 
Director

ACCOUNT 
LEADERSHIP

RICK
LYKE, APR
EVP—
Managing 
Director

PUBLIC 
RELATIONS

JUSTINE 
DAVID
Account 
Supervisor—
Public Relations

TERRI 
VILLAFANA
Director of 
Strategy & Web 
Development

DIGITALSTRATEGY

KATIE 
BENDER
VP—Research

RACHEL 
GILBERT
Senior 
Research 
Strategist

MARK 
WITTHOEFFT
Brand Strategist

JOHN 
LEIBRICK
VP—Insight

DOUG
KAMP
Chief 
Creative 
Officer

CREATIVE

DJ
JACKS0N
Senior 
Content 
Developer

RICH RANDAZZO
Director—
Production 
Services

TED 
WAHLBERG
SVP—
Creative 
Director

ANDY
MAMOTT
SVP—
Creative 
Director

MEDIA

MARGARET 
FLORES
Social Director—
Performance 
Marketing

PATRICK
LEWIS
VP—Media 
Director

RYAN 
GARLAND
Digital Media 
Strategy 
Director

ISABELLA OSORIO
Social Strategist —
Performance 
Marketing

ALANA 
GONZALES
Digital Content 
Specialist

KEITH 
SCHOFIELD-
BROADBENT
Senior Marketing 
Technologist
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ACCOUNT 
MANAGER
TBD

CLAIRE 
BUSCEMI
Project 
Supervisor

WALLY 
STOMEMAN
SVP—Creative 
Director

MIKE 
WHEELER
VP—Design 
Director

LISA 
ROBERTSON
Associate 
Creative 
Director

VENESSA QUINN
Strategy Director—
Performance 
Marketing

CHRIS TOIA
Assistant Media 
Planner & Buyer

CAT ROMANO
Digital 
Strategist—
SEO 

JILL 
KONOPKA
Senior 
Counselor—
Public Affairs

—

JIM BERRY
Senior Graphic 
Designer —
Studio 
Supervisor 

MARY 
GENDRON
SVP—
Public 
Relations

STEPHANIE 
CROCKETT
President
& COO



Let’s Talk

1. Experts in Sustainability, 
Transportation & B2B

2. Making Fierce Friends
3. Proven Success Pushing 

for Leadership



Making Fierce Friends
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